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1 - 3D scan with Structure sensor and Skanect software

Flow chart - Skanect scanning

Step 1: How to 3D scan with Skanect

3d Scanning with Shapeways using a Structure Sensor camera attached to an IPad and Skanect software from Occipital (on a MacBook/IMac).

Step 2: Setup

What you will need:

Computer/laptop (Apple)
(preferably a desktop as files are large)
Skanect software - http://skanect.occipital.com
Structure sensor with bracket suitable for your Ipad
This device reads color with its camera and reads depth with the infrared sensor.
Lights -  Lighting is very important in order to get an even colored scan. Preferable placed on every corner.

Step 3: Software settings

Settings
Feedback Quality = Medium
Offline Recording = All Frames
Force QVGA = OFF
Track Loss Detection = ON
Depth = Depth & Color
Uplink Color Gain = Locked on Record

Process
Watertight = Low/Medium
Colorize ->
Resolution = 1/2 mm
Inpaint Colorless = ON
Highest Quality = ON
Face Mode = ON (Person) otherwise OFF

Create a config.ini file with the line (centre-y-as-height-percent = .75) and upload it to "Prepare -> New -> Config file"
(This will allow you to start scanning at someone's face as opposed to their torso 75% height level)

The best scans that we have seen use bright but diffused artificial (not sunlight) lighting (5500 kelvin) from multiple sources to illuminate the subject and eliminate shadows. What
we have done sometimes is attach 1 of these lights to the back of our iPad when we are going to be at an offsite location with unknown light sources.

You want your Bounding box to be just a bit bigger than your subject but not overly big or else you will saturate the results. For instance if I want to scan a standing person I
would typically set the following:
Bounding box = 1.1 x 2.2 x 1.1
Aspect ratio = Height x 2

If the person is taller than 183 cm  you may need to increase the box size

If I just wanted to get head and shoulders I might use.
Bounding box = 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.6
Aspect ratio = Normal

When you are starting a scan of a person start the capture at the face first, take one step to the left to capture the side of the nose then continue to the right and around the
subject in a spiral fashion (similar to a tornado). I would not recommend going back to the person's face again if you can avoid it.

You may need to make a sweep up the back at the end and do a top down view in order to capture the top of the head.

I think you will get better results by following the above steps. Once you get into the swing of things you will soon adapt to your own preferences.

You want to aim to get a continuous 30 FPS in Skanect when scanning. Some great things to try. Ensure Skanect is the only program running. Disable your firewall or antivirus to
see if that helps to speed things up.

Finally, if you have the ability to invest in a CUDA 2.0 or higher NVIDIA GPU this will also help to get better results.

Open Skanect / Go to NEW / Make sure your settings match those in the picture.

(for a child you may want to make the bounding box a bit smaller)

Press START
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Step 4: Workspace

A screen will come up showing the bounding box in the middle.  The infrared and video images are on the right.

Step 5: Scanning

Have your assistant step onto the platform (if you have one). Make sure the lighting is consistent on your subject.

Step 6: Record

Hold your sensor up to head level.  Press RECORD.  The sensor will begin recording the depth (red) and the color (green).

Step 7: Walk Around

Make a turn around your object in an apple peel way. Start with the face and go around your object  As your subject is standing still slowly move the Sensor and walk around
your model or use any spinning base of your choice. (This is a different technique and will be discussed separately).

Step 8: Lining it up

As you are scanning be sure that you are getting a high frame rate around 18-24 frames. If you get below 18 you have to move your sensor faster. You can monitor this by
looking at the white numbers at the bottom of the screen. (So actualy it's best when you have a second person helping you).  These numbers can also aid as a way of keeping
your subject in alignment.  If you keep the numbers in the center of your subject as you scan you can be sure your scan will be straight.
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Step 9: Cleaning up your scan

Once you have done a full rotation press the STOP button to stop the scan. Now that you have a full body scan you have to do some post processing to get it ready to print.  First
is making it watertight.  Go to the GEOMETRY option.  Choose smoothing LOW or MEDIUM (depends on what you want to do with the scan, usually medium is sufficient, low will
give you more edges and can result in a model with more holes) and press RUN.

Now your scan will have volume. But it may not be straight or have a flat base. Now we have to use the MOVE & CROP tools. Use the SLIDE BARS to adjust the X, Y, and Z axis
of your scan to make it flat and straight.  Make sure your base is parallel with the X Y plane as cropping will cut off anything below it to make a flat base. Press CROP TO
GROUND. 

Now go to COLOR and choose a resolution. if you want a texture with fine details set the resolution on 1/2 mm and use face mode.

Step 10: Exporting Model

In the next tab SHARE you can either save the file, export your model or upload it directly to shapeways.  Go to EXPORT MODEL and choose a format. If you only want to fix
something (like scaling) you can export as vrml. This file type reads both shape and color. Click EXPORT and you are done. If you want to edit more in a different program (like
meshmixer/meshlab or ZBrush) either choose PLY or OBJ with texture UV. This will export the model mesh and the texture separately for you to work on in your edit software.

Step 11: 3D Printed Selfie

If you wish to 3D print this model directly, go to 3Dprint and choose Shapeways, you can then already scale your model (5%,10%,20%) and upload it to your account on
Shapeways to be printed in FULL COLOR SANDSTONE (note that it's not going to be printed directly, you must go to your account for that and order the model).
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